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Leading remotely:
From Transactional to Relational
17th February, 2021

Our latest webinar took place on the 17th of February.
Attendees from all around the world had a conversation on the importance of relational
leadership in a changing world, and discussed how to move into the ‘next normal’.
This is a brief summary of the key points discussed.

Transactional leadership is a traditional form of management, where leaders use rewards for good work and positive outcomes,
and punishment for poor outcomes. This approach focuses on goals, structures, actions and outcomes and doesn’t take into
account people’s motivation or well-being. Relational leadership, which is more inclusive and based on one-to-one interactions,
works by empowering and including people, building on the strengths of all types of diversity, and working together towards the
common good.

Designing systems for inclusion
Relational leadership supports inclusivity and diversity. This includes diversity that isn’t just about gender, sexuality, race or
religion but is also about personality, ways of thinking, experience and culture. The three key components for an inclusive and
diverse company are cultural intelligence, social capital and a system that is specifically designed to be inclusive. This type of
company will:
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• Value diversity
• Develop people’s meta-cognitive skills
• Put in place adverse bias mitigation
• Carry out organisational network analysis
• Embed networking and relationships
• Understand social impact and shared values
These values and approaches will ensure that diversity and inclusiveness are accessible, actionable and sustainable, creating a
company that encourages and values trust, transparency and flexibility.

Living in a VUCA world
VUCA – volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity – was a term first used by the U.S. Army War College to describe the
changes seen after the end of the Cold War. VUCA can be used to describe the fast-paced, increasingly unstable and rapidly
changing world in recent years.
“We have been living in a VUCA world for quite a while – it’s just where we are.”
Manifestations that exemplify VUCA in 2020 and early 2021 include: the racial unrest in the US and worldwide following the death
of George Floyd; the global climate emergency; the situation in Lebanon after the ammonium nitrate explosion; the 2019-2021
locust infestation in Africa, Asia and the Middle East; and the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, both generally and specifically in
diversity issues such as gender equality.
“We knew that there would be a possibility of a pandemic, but the complexity of it was the uncertain part.”
Relational leadership, with a buy-in from all stakeholders, can provide the strategy, actions and skills needed to survive and thrive
in a VUCA world.
• Volatility is about fast change without a clear predictable trend or pattern and can lead
to instability
- Relational leaders need vision to anticipate and react to the nature and speed of
change, by looking to the future and using transparency, clear communication, and
a commitment to a better future
- Leaders that do what they say they will do accelerate positive change
• Uncertainty is about frequently disruptive changes, unpredictability, and unknown
outcomes, and can lead to directional paralysis due to data overload
- Relational leaders need understanding to act decisively without always having
clear direction and certainty, using engagement, collaboration, flexibility and
placing a value on diversity
- Leaders who are trustworthy, invest in people, keep their teams engaged, involve
partners and act with respect can better manage uncertainty
• Complexity is about multifaceted effects and interdependent causes, which can lead to
unproductiveness

Relational leaders need
vision to anticipate
and react to the nature
and speed of change,
by looking to the future
and using transparency,
clear communication,
and a commitment to a
better future

- Relational leaders need clarity to navigate through complexity, chaos and
confusion, using problem-solving strategies, effective communication, data analysis, sense-making and transparency
- Leaders who demonstrate clarity, transparency and directness, and who listen, will gain trust and support collaboration
• Ambiguity is about misrepresentation and lack of clarity about what is ‘real’ and ‘true’, which can lead to doubt and distrust, and
lapses in decision making
- Relational leaders need agility to maintain effectiveness despite constant surprises and a lack of predictability, using
accountability, change-advocacy and innovation
- Leaders who are clear and who avoid ambiguity in purpose, direction and responsibilities empower people

Answer from the expert
“Interdependency moves us out of transactional leadership by focusing on what is good for everyone, not just for the individual. It
allows leadership powers to be used more effectively.”
Amri Johnson, Diversity and Inclusion Specialist
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Anticipating the future
Relational leadership has potential to create a post-transactional world, building on the past and on the shifts exacerbated by the
VUCA world of 2020 and early 2021.

Answer from the expert
“As we move out of the pandemic, we have the opportunity to co-create and influence not the new normal but the next normal.”
Amri Johnson, Diversity and Inclusion Specialist

A post-transactional leadership world needs a focus on a different kind of mindset from leaders, one that will be challenging for
some but is important for the future. Leaders need to be able to be open, which begets trust, but openness does require leaders to
show vulnerability, which isn’t necessarily easy.
“Leaders do not always like to show their weaknesses, but doing this can be a strength.”
“Leadership is about authenticity – people need to know that you have a heart.”
Relational leaders are responsible for building a close relationship with their team. The restraints of the pandemic and the need
for remote working has made this harder by causing a shift in how people have to interact. However, the skills and versatility
learned during this period will have benefits post-pandemic.
“Biotechs are often transactionally-minded because they are smaller and need to focus on getting things done. Under this kind of
pressure, leaders can forget the need for relationship-building.”
These changes need work, and won’t happen overnight, but by adapting and embracing change, and by encouraging people to be
who they want to be, the industry will be prepared for any volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity to come.

Key Speaker: Amri Johnson
For more than 20 years, Amri Johnson has been instrumental in helping organizations and their people
create extraordinary business outcomes. He is a social capitalist, epidemiologist, entrepreneur, and inclusion
strategist. Amri’s dialogic approach to engaging all people as leaders and change agents (most recently at the research
division of Novartis, as Global Head of Cultural Intelligence and Inclusion) has fostered the opening of minds and
deepening of skillsets with organizational leaders and citizens enabling them to thrive and optimally contribute to one
another and their respective organizations.
As CEO/founder of Inclusion Wins, Amri, and a virtual collective of partners converge organizational purpose to
create a global impact with a lens of inclusion. Amri is currently working on a manuscript answering the question;
How can we make inclusiveness more accessible (for all stakeholders); actionable (clear, universal contributions); and
sustainable (purposeful and perpetually impactful)?
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